
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warragul
Saturday, 04 Dec 2021

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: H. Harvey

Stewards: L. Fahry, S. Sutton & G. Marsland

Judges: J. Alsop

Lure Drivers: T. Adamson

Starter: B. Mulligan

Kennel Supervisor: S. Wellings

Kennel Attendants: R. Lott & G . Whyman

Veterinarian: Dr. Sarah Doornbusch

Race 1
UNCLE BOB'S CLUB

5:50 pm
400m

Maiden

All persons attending today, checked-in and provided satisfactory evidence of double vaccination or
exemption under the State Government’s mandatory vaccination directions (as of 26 November 2021) that
in-turn, permitted entry to the venue.

Blue Sky Limit was quick to begin.  Hurricane Pat and Establishment were slow to begin.  Stewart was
checked off Get Sushi Carol and Audacious Stell approaching the first turn. Hurricane Pat was checked off
Deal Striker approaching the first turn severely checking Hurricane Pat, Sheila Sazs and Deal Striker,
causing Hurricane Pat and Deal Striker to race wide. Hurricane Pat was checked off Deal Striker on the
home turn.

Race 2
UBC FOR LOCAL HEALTH

6:09 pm
400m

Maiden

Move Like You was quick to begin.  Hurricane Maggie and Smooth Cruiser were slow to begin. Junior Coin
was checked off Redgum Flyer soon after the start checking Hurricane Maggie. Little Kevin and Deadly
Redeemer collided approaching the first turn causing Little Kevin to brush the running rail.  Little Kevin was
checked off Manuka Boy on the first turn.  Hurricane Maggie and Smooth Cruiser collided on the first turn.
 Deadly Redeemer raced wide on the home turn.  Junior Coin was checked off Deadly Redeemer entering
the home straight.  Little Kevin was checked off Hurricane Maggie entering the home straight.

Race 3
UBC FOR WEST GIPPSLAND

HOSPITAL
6:27 pm
460m

Maiden

The time for this Event was rescheduled to start at 6.24pm from the advertised starting time of 6.27pm due
to an amendment to Sky Channel programming.  

Calypso Princess was quick to begin.  On The Run, San Martino and Sweet Kathlene were slow to begin.
 Dashing Mini was checked off Night Patrol soon after the start.  Dashing Mini and Sweet Kathlene collided
approaching the first turn.  San Martino, On The Run and Night Patrol collided on the first turn checking
San Martino.  Dashing Mini was checked off Sweet Kathlene on the first turn causing Dashing Mini to race
wide.  Sweet Kathlene was checked off Geoffrey Jackit on the home turn.   Calypso Princess checked off
On The Run entering the home straight.  Dashing Mini and Geoffrey Jackit raced wide in the home straight.

Dashing Mini underwent a post race veterinary examination and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 4
PEARCEDALE/BAXTER JFC

SPONSORS DAY
6:48 pm
400m

Grade 7

Recapture Time - New declared weight of 31.0kg, last raced at 32.6kg.

A pre-race sample was taken from Zipping Tula.

Audacious Flame and Hurricane Miss were quick to begin.  Original Chicken and Credent collided soon
after the start.  Captain Warrior was checked off Hurricane Miss approaching the first turn causing
Hurricane Miss to falter and pull up.  Zipping Tula and Under His Spell collided approaching the first turn.
 Original Chicken and Credent collided approaching the home turn.  Recapture Time and Original Chicken
collided on the home turn and again entering the home straight severely checking Recapture Time.
 Recapture Time and Captain Warrior collided approaching the winning post.

Hurricane Miss underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured right back
muscle.  A 60 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr. P. Schofield, trainer of Recapture Time and issued a warning regarding the
greyhound’s box manners.

Race 5
GIPPSLAND BUILDING GROUP

7:11 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7

Baby was quick to begin.  Mac Attack was checked off Endurance approaching the first turn causing Mac
Attack to contact the running rail in turn checking Many Ways.  Endurance and My Neo collided
approaching the first turn.  My Neo was checked off Endurance on the first turn checking Rapid Voyage.
 Endurance raced wide on the home turn.  Many Ways and Fully Fledged collided entering the home
straight checking both greyhounds.  Rapid Voyage and Karlee collided in the home straight.  Karlee was
checked off Endurance approaching the winning post.

Mac Attack underwent a post race veterinary examination and no apparent injury was reported.



Race 6
VDA AUTO DOORS

7:27 pm
460m

Mixed 4/5

Sharni’s My Girl was quick to begin.  Egyptian Tiger was slow to begin.  Thylacine was checked off Elliott
Ness soon after the start.  Mirror Illusion was checked off Elliott Ness approaching the first turn causing
Mirror Illusion to contact the running rail.  Sharni’s My Girl and Gotham Duke collided on the home turn.

Mirror Illusion underwent a post race veterinary examination and no apparent injury was reported.

A post race sample was taken from Sharni’s’s My Girl - winner of the event.

Race 7
HODGES REAL ESTATE

7:51 pm
460m

Grade 5

Rocket Power was quick to begin.  Mazikeen Smith and Rose’s Honey were slow to begin.  Rocket Power
and Zipping Hamish collided several times from approaching the first turn to the first turn checking Rocket
Power.  Mazikeen Smith was checked off Hurry Harry entering the home straight.

A post race sample was taken from Brother Bearing - winner of the event.

Race 8
BREARLEY PLUMBING

8:15 pm
400m

Free For All

Emma Banjo was quick to begin.  Hugo was slow to begin.  Emma Banjo and Throw Caution collided
approaching the first turn severely checking Throw Caution.  Callum Ari and Hugo collided on the first turn
causing Callum Ari to falter and lose ground.  Captain Cruiser, Throw Caution and Hugo collided on the
home turn severely checking Throw Caution.

Callum Ari underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have right shin soreness. A 10
day stand down period was imposed.

Throw Caution underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured left groin.
 A 28 day stand down period was imposed.

A post race sample was taken from Hazey Roy - winner of the event.

Race 9
SEBS

8:35 pm
400m

Maiden

Soda Extreme was quick to begin.  Ebony Tara was slow to begin.  Hurricane Max was checked off Reiko
Cleo soon after the start checking Ebony Tara.  Minnie Winnie was checked off Willow’s Friend
approaching the first turn.  Minnie Winnie was checked off Ebony Tara on the first turn.  Reiko Cleo and
Willow’s Friend collided on the home turn.  Willow’s Friend and Ebony Tara collided in the home straight.
 Willow’s Friend visibly eased in the home straight.  Hurricane Max and Minnie Winnie raced wide in the
home straight.

Willow’s Friend underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have left shin soreness.  A
7 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to trainer, Mr. D. Connor regarding the
greyhound’s racing manners in the home straight.  Acting under the provisions of 69B(1), Willow’s Friend
was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury).  Mr. Connor pleaded
not guilty to the charge, Willow’s Friend was found guilty and must perform a satisfactory trial in accordance
with GAR 69B(1) and pursuant to GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted. 

Race 10
KONGKRETE

8:58 pm
400m

Mixed 6/7

Johnny Collar was quick to begin.  Zipping Iris was very slow to begin (8 lengths).  Bella’s Night crossed
out soon after the start checking Afternoon and Zippy Customer.  Bella’s Night and Zippy Customer collided
soon after the start.  Bella’s Night and Zippy Customer raced wide in the back straight checking Zippy
Customer.  Zipping Dudley, Bella’s Night and Afternoon collided approaching the first turn checking Bella’s
Night which lost ground as a result.  Zipping Iris and Bella’s Night raced wide in the home straight.

Zipping Iris underwent a post race veterinary examination and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 11
PAUA KENNELS

9:19 pm
400m

Grade 6

Memphis Rock was quick to begin.  Zipping Crusader was slow to begin.  Zipping Crusader, Gotham Diva
and System Issues collided approaching the first turn severely checking Gotham Diva which fell as a result.
 My Name’s Jock was checked off Vindicated approaching the home turn.  System Issues was checked off
My Name’s Jock entering the home straight.  Zipping Crusader, System Issues and Zipping Demi collided
in the home straight checking all three greyhounds.  

Gotham Diva underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured left wrist.  A
10 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 12
SENNACHIE AT STUD 

9:38 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Zealous Alex.

Zealous Alex was quick to begin.  Agronomous was checked off Fargo soon after the start.  Praca Gem was
checked off Fargo approaching the first turn.  Reiko Langer and Prada Gem collided on the first turn,
approaching the home turn and again on the home turn forcing both greyhounds to race wide.
 Agronomous was checked off Manila Shine on the home turn.

Agronomous underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have a torn nail on a left hind
toe.  A 3 day stand down period was imposed.




